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any endorsement of manufacturers or their products by Industry &
Investment NSW. Industry & Investment NSW accepts no responsibility
for any information provided in this material. Any questions that users
have about particular products or services regarding the subject of this
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This document has been prepared by the authors for Industry &
Investment NSW for and on behalf of the State of New South Wales, in
good faith on the basis of available information. While the information
contained in the document has been formulated with all due care,
the users of the document must obtain their own advice and conduct
their own investigations and assessments of any proposals they are
considering, in the light of their own individual circumstances. The
document is made available on the understanding that the State
of New South Wales, the author and the publisher, their respective
servants and agents accept no responsibility for any person, acting
on, or relying on any opinion, advice, representation, statement or
information whether expressed or implied in the document, and
disclaim all liability for any loss, damage, cost or expense incurred or
arising by reason of any person using or relying on the information
contained in the document or by reason of any error, omission,
defect or misstatement (whether such error, omission, defect or
misstatement is caused by or arises from negligence, lack of care or
otherwise). While the information is considered true and correct at
the date of publication, changes in circumstances after the time of
publication may alter the accuracy of the information. The information
may change without notice and the State of New South Wales, the
author and the publisher, and their respective servants and agents are

WeedED training and information resources were originally
produced by the Cooperative Research Centre for Australian
Weed Management. WeedED resources are now produced
and managed by the NSW Weeds Training Program,
supported by Industry and Investment NSW, Noxious Weed
Grants and the Registered Training Organisation Tocal
College. WeedED resources are suitable for Weeds Officers,
Project Officers and Natural Resource Managers as well as
others involved in operational, managerial or communitybased weed management. WeedED information resources
won the 2006 CRC Association Award for Excellence in
the category of Innovation in Education and Training and
Public Outreach Activities.

Early Detection Survey
Guidelines for Community
Groups

■■contaminated landscaping supplies (mulch, soil, gravel)
■■incorrect disposal
■■mistakenly growing weeds as a garden vegetable (e.g. alligator

Early detection is the most strategic form of water weed
management, as it minimises the cost, labour and time required
to control an infestation; reduces weed spread; and increases the
possibility of successful containment or eradication. These Guidelines
explain how to classify sites according to the likelihood and
consequences of water weeds being introduced. The highest-priority
sites can then be incorporated into a monitoring or inspection
program.

Identify and record the sites where these activities are likely to
occur, including boat ramps; bridge crossings; waterways adjacent
to parks, main roads or urban areas; and waterways in a flood plain.
Using Table 1, classify each of these sites as Rare, Possible or Likely.

1. Priority evaluation of
waterways
Step 1 – C
 ollate information about
water weeds
Learn to identify the water weeds that threaten your local area by
attending workshops or referring to weed alerts, brochures, books or
websites.

Step 2 – I dentify sites where water
weeds could grow
Most water weeds require fresh water that is predominantly slow
moving, permanent and shallow. They grow well in water with
high nutrient levels. Use maps or aerial photographs of your local
area and identify lakes, creeks, wetlands, farm dams, stormwater
retention drains, irrigation channels, canal estates, urban drains and
irrigated crops with these characteristics.

weed)
■■cropping (turf production and distribution).

Table 1 Rating the likelihood of water weed introduction
Rating

Site description

Rare

Limited human access
Activities and vectors applicable only in exceptional
circumstances
No record of past infestation
Not flood prone
No known infestations nearby

Possible

Waterway is somewhat accessible
Activities and vectors may be applicable
No record of past infestation
Rare flooding
No known infestations nearby

Likely

Waterway is highly accessible
Activities and vectors applicable
Record of past infestation
Flood prone
Known infestation nearby

Step 4 – Evaluate the consequences
of water weed introduction

Step 3 – I dentify the sites where
water weeds could be
introduced

The consequences of water weed introduction will be major where
there are significant environmental, economic or social assets nearby
or downstream, such as:

Water weed are most commonly introduced to a waterway by
humans and through the following vectors and activities:

■■water supply facilities
■■urban drainage systems
■■fisheries
■■farm dams
■■national parks
■■aesthetically important areas
■■irrigation channels and equipment
■■agricultural industries (e.g. rice or turf)
■■tourism industries
■■wetlands of regional or state significance
■■recreational areas (e.g. swimming or boating).

■■boats, boat trailers and recreational water craft
■■deliberate plantings by aquarium plant enthusiasts
■■eel trapping equipment
■■fishing nets
■■dumping of aquarium or fishpond plants
■■water movement through irrigation channels
■■irrigation equipment
■■water movement during floods
■■slashers
■■livestock (cattle, horses)
■■earthmoving equipment (e.g. excavators)
■■wildlife (birds, mammals etc.)

The consequences may also be high at a site where there is potential
for further spread by human activity.
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Using Table 2, rate the consequences of water weed introduction at
each site as Minor, Moderate or Major.

2. Survey high-priority sites

Table 2 Qualitative descriptions of consequences of water
weed introduction

Visit each site and observe the waterway and banks, checking around
logs and fences where water weeds may have been trapped. Complete
a site survey datasheet (page X) for each site. If you find a suspected
water weed, it is essential to notify the local authority.

Rating

Site characteristics

Minor

No potential for further spread
Growth unlikely – fast-flowing water, few
ponded areas, saltwater intrusion, intermittent
water supply
No significant economic, environmental and
social assets nearby or downstream

Moderate

Little potential for further spread
Growth likely – slow-moving or ponded fresh
water; permanent water supply
Somewhat significant economic, environmental
and social assets nearby or downstream

Major

High potential for further spread
Prolific growth likely – slow-moving or ponded
fresh water; permanent water supply; high
nutrient loads
High potential for further spread
Significant economic, environmental and social
assets nearby or downstream

3. Data management
Keep a copy of each data sheet in a central location so that the survey
data can be actively managed.

Step 5 – Putting it all together
Once the likelihood and consequences of introduction have been
determined for each site, a priority rating can be selected using
Table 3.
Table 3 Matrix for prioritising survey sites
Likelihood of introduction
Rare

Possible

Likely

Minor

low priority

low priority

medium priority

Moderate

low priority

medium priority

high priority

Major

medium priority

high priority

high priority

Consequences
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Site list
Site name

Likelihood of
introduction

Consequences

Rating:
rare/possible/likely

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15
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Site survey datasheet
Name*:

Send a copy to:

Organisation:
Phone:
Email:

Site details
Water body:

Date:

Location:
Length of water body surveyed:
Waterway description:
Please circle:

creek

lagoon

river

farm dam

water storage dam

wetland

pond

other:

Site facilities/ structures: e.g. boat ramp, bridge, park, jetty

Width (approx):

Depth (approx):

Photo available?
Please circle: Yes

No

Water weeds
Species.

1.

2.

3.

Habitat:
Comments:
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